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Trotter&Sholer is pleased to present a solo exhibition Retrospective by Adam Himebauch. The exhibition serves as the physical 
culmination to his yearlong digital performance project Back to the Future.

Retrospective presents seven large-scale immersive landscape paintings that employ color in unexpected ways. Himebauch has an 
eye on the past as he creates his work. Works like House on Hopper Hills 1979 is a celebration of Edward Hopper, whose interro-
gation of urban architecture, rural landscape, and intimate glimpses of humanity offer are echoed in Himebauch’s careful composi-
tions. Vincent Needle in Yellow Haze 1981 offers an homage to Vincent Van Gogh and his special relationship to yellow.

Himebauch fi rst found renown with his performative street art project, Hanksy. This practice allowed Himebauch to explore humor, 
political satire, and direct social commentary in his work that confronted the viewer more directly. Himebauch’s studio practice was 
more controlled. He worked on abstracted urban landscapes with hard edges and sharp lines. Their careful composition extends 
into the construction of works such as Early AM on the Well-Kept Walk 1981. The relationship between Himebauch’s controlled 
hard edge works and his landscapes with looser brushstrokes illuminate his exploration of space and place. Each work is a window 
to somewhere.

Looking to the past is not merely an act of reverence for those who came before him. Finding inspiration in the past is part of how 
Himebauch reconciles his place in the world as an artist. Himebauch has spent the last few years toiling over the idea of memory, 
history, and reality as well as the information we consume daily. Using social media, Himebauch’s Back to the Future constructs a 
reality that engaged with the past and future. Truth, in the context of this project, is a currency. 

Utilizing social media and the digital landscape as a media, through “fake” social media accounts Himebauch was able to generate 
“real” interaction. Himebauch used this project to place a version of himself in an alternate reality in which he was living and work-
ing with great success in the 1980s and 90s. Reframing both his image and his art, Back to the Future involves staging a variety of 
events and activations in downtown New York and creating faux exhibitions, institutions, posters, books, media, and ephemera of 
a full life lived by a conceivable alternate Adam Himebauch. This sustained performance throughout 2022 has generated real faux 
narratives and interacted with the pliability of truth. 

Retrospective will be on view at 168 Suffolk Street through December 17, 2022.

Adam  Himebauch  is a Manhattan-based artist and restaurateur living and working in New York City. Himebauch’s fi ne art practice 
involves a multi-disciplinary approach, informed by art-history, that includes painting, performance, and the public user experience. 
He intuitively understands the inextricability of private and public meanings in consumer products, advertising, politics, parody, 
and celebrity, and the collective power these types of images can sustain. Himebauch found early success with his Hanksy perfor-
mance project, a moniker that allowed him to utilize marketing and viral imagery to satirize both politics and popular culture. As a 
commercial artist Adam has collaborated with top brands including Comme des Garçons and Nike. In 2019 he was named as one 
of the top illustrators in the world by Taschen. Himebauch has participated in multiple group shows and his work lives in private 
collections throughout the world. He has been profi led in the New York Times and RollingStone among others and is a founding 
partner of the restaurants Kiki’s and Forgtmenot. He did not go to art school.
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